This work is concerned with convergence ordered spaces, a natural generalization of the topological ordered spaces of Nachbin [3] . By "convergence ordered space" we mean a partially ordered set with a convergence structure generated by filters which have bases of convex sets. A preliminary section gives a brief introduction to such spaces.
, then g is called a convex filter. By a convergence ordered space (abbreviated c.o.s.), we shall mean a poset (X, <) along with a convergence structure -> on X that satisfies the condition: $ A -* x whenever $f -» x. We shall commonly refer to a convergence ordered space (X, <, ->) simply as X In working with a c.o.s. X, we shall make use of two "order relations" on F(X). The first is set inclusion: $ç@ means "@ is finer than gf" or "@ is coarser than @." By $v@, we shall always mean the least upper bound (if it exists) of $ and © relative to inclusion; in other words, £$v© is the filter generated by {FC\G:Fe$, G e©}, assuming all such intersections are nonempty. A second order relation (actually a preorder relation) on F(X) is defined as follows: g<© iff /(g) ç© and */(©)<= g, where /(g) is the filter generated by {/(F):Feg} and d($) is defined dually. The relation ":ss" is always reflexive and transitive, and is antisymmetric when restricted to convex filters.
Let F A (X) be the set of all convex filters on X. Both of the relations ç and ^ are partial orders of F A (X). The maximal elements of F A (X) relative to the relation ç will be called maximal convex filters; these obviously include the fixed ultrafilters. The set of all non-convergent, maximal convex filters on a c.o.s. X will be denoted by X. A useful characterization of maximal convex filters is given by the first proposition. Proof. If ^ is a maximal convex filter, the condition is easily proved by considering the traces of g on A and B. Conversely, if g is not maximal, then there is a convex set G not belonging to g such that g has a trace on G. Since
is not in g. If /(G) £g, then it is also true that X-/(G)^g (since g has a trace on /(G)). If A=/(G) and B = X -/(G), then A and B are convex sets and A UB eg, but neither A nor B is ingf.
• We next consider some separation axioms. A convergence space X is said to 507 be T 1 if each singleton set is closed, and T 2 if each convergent filter has a unique limit. X is regular if c/ x g^ x whenever gf -» x (where cl x denotes the closure operator); a regular T 2 space is called a T 3 space. If X is a convergence ordered space, then X is said to be TVordered if i(x) and d(x) are closed sets for each x G X. If x < y whenever g -> x, © -> y, and g^ ©, then X is defined to be T 2 2. The compactification. Throughout this section, X is assumed to be a convergence ordered space. Let X* = {x : x G X} U X', and define a partial order <* on X* as follows: g<*© iff $^©, where the relation ":£" between filters is defined in Section 1. Since the elements of X* are all maximal convex filters, the relation <* can be described in several equivalent ways. PROPOSITION 2.1. for gf, © in X*, the following statements are equivalent:
The natural map cf> : X -» X*, defined by $(x) = x for all x G X, is one-to-one and increasing.
If AçX, define A* = {geX*: A eg}; if geF(X), let g* be the filter on X* generated by {F* : F G g}. Observe that A* | 0(X) = <f>(A) and c/> _1 (A*) = A. It is easy to see that A* = £* iff A = B.
In the next proposition, the first inequality is trivial, and the second follows directly from Proposition 1.1. Having established some basic properties of the poset (X*, <*), we next define a convergence structure -^ on X* as follows:
si ^ x e c/)(X) iff there is g -> x such that g* c ^ ^^®GX' iff @*Ç^.
The verification that ^ is a convergence structure is easy and will be omitted. Proposition 2.3(b) can be applied to show that X* is c.o.s.
If si is an ultrafilter on X*, let fÇ^ be the filter on X generated by all convex sets A such that A* esi. If si, Sft are two arbitrary filters on X*, we shall use the notation si < * SS to mean t*(si) Ç SB and d*(9b) Ç si. LEMMA 
(a) If si is an ultrafilter on X*, then $ M is a maximal convex filter on X.
(
Proof, (a) If A and B are convex sets such that A U B e $ M , then by Proposition 2.2, A*UB*Gi, and so one of these is in si, which implies that A or B is in g^. Thus $ M is maximal convex by Proposition 1.1.
(b) If Ae&* then A*eM and ,*(A*)e38. By Proposition 2.3(a), (*(A))*eâ8, which implies *(A)eg^. The proof that 4&)^^ is similar.
• THEOREM 2.5. If X is any convergence ordered space, then (X*, cf>) is a convergence ordered compactification of X.
Proof. We have already observed that X* is a c.o.s. and that <£ is an order isomorphism. From the definition of -^ and the fact that c/> _1 (g*) = §f for any ^ÇGF(X), it follows easily that <fi :X-^X* is a homeomorphism. Each filter of the form ££*, where $eF(X), has a trace on 4>(X), and this implies that </>(X) is dense in X*.
To show that X* is compact, consider an ultrafilter si on X*. Then ^%^si, and 3\^ is maximal convex by Lemma 2.4. If $<# -> x in X, then «si-^x; if &*eX', then^&,. D
The next three propositions concern separation properties of the compactification space; we omit the straightforward proofs of the first two. PROPOSITION 2.6. X* is T\ (respectively, T 2 ) iff X is 7\ (respectively, T 2 ). Proof. Assume X is strongly T 2 -ordered, and let s£^>$, S §4»@, and ^<*S3. If g and © are both in X, then g*ç=^, ©*ç=â §, and if Fe% and Ge@, then /*(F*)nG*^ 0. Using Proposition 2.3(a), we deduce that g<@ in F(X) or, equivalently, g <*© in X*. If g = x and © = y, then g^ -> x and £?ae -^ y in X; by Lemma 2.4(b), $<& -$<&> an d since X is T 2 -ordered, x<y, which implies x <* y. For the last case, assume $ = x and © G X'. Then g^ -> x and gga = ©, which implies S^ -©; the desired conclusion, x <*©, follows by condition S. Conversely, let X* be T 2 -ordered. Since this property is hereditary, X is also T 2 -ordered, and so it remains only to verify that X satisfies condition S. Let g-> x and g^©, where © G X. Since g*^x, @*^>®, and X* is T 2 -ordered, we must have x<*©, which implies //(©)ci D 3. Lifting properties. PROPOSITION 
Let X and Y be posets, and let f'.X^Y be an increasing function.
is a maximal convex filter on X, then /( §f) A is a maximal convex filter on Y.
Let / : X -» Y be a continuous, increasing function, where X and Y are convergence ordered spaces and Y is compact and T 2 -ordered. If %t is a maximal convex filter on Y, then $? necessarily converges to a unique limit; 2£ converges because it can be expressed in the form Sif = $f A for some ultrafilter $f on Y, and the uniqueness of the limit is a consequence of Y being T 2 . It follows by Proposition 3.1(b) that, for each geX*, /(g) A converges to a unique element of Y which we denote by y s . Let /* : X* -» Y be defined by /*($) = y g for all g G X*. In case % = x, note that /#(x) = /(x), and so /". is an extension of / to X*. PROPOSITION 
Let X, Y, and f conform to the assumptions of the preceding paragraph. Then f* : X* -> Y is an increasing function. Furthermore, if A is a subset of X, then /*(A*) Ç c/ Y /(A).
Proof. Let g<*@ in X*. By Proposition 3.1, /(g) </(©) in Y, and y a <y© since Y is T 2 -ordered. Thus / is increasing. The preceding theorem shows that, whenever X* is regular and T 2 -ordered, (X*, <f>) is the largest such compactification of X. Unfortunately, X* is very rarely T 3 . It is, however, "relatively-T 3 ," and we shall show that relative to this weaker property, (X*, <f>) is the largest convergence ordered compactification of X if X is also strongly T 2 -ordered.
If Case 2. @£d x *A'. There is an ultrafilter si^>® such that A'est. If © = x there is a maximal convex filter 3f -> x in X such that Sif * ç: si. Thus A'HH'^0 for all He96, and it follows that AGI. Hence XGCI X A, and xe(()(d x A). If ©eX', then we can again conclude that Ae@, and thus that ©eA'. D For the compactification (X*, c/>) of a T 2 c.o.s. X, we shall write p* in place of p x * for the "partial closure operator" defined above. If A gX is convex, then Lemma 3.4 implies that p*(A*) = A*U{cI x *A*-<fr(X)} = A*UA' = A*. Thus for every convex filter g on X, p*(S*) = $*; since filters of this type form a base for the convergence structure of X*, we have established the following results. We now know that p Y (/(g)) <=/*(£?*) for each geF(X). The proof that /* is continuous can be completed by following the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.3, replacing "d Y /(g)" by 'W(g)."
• COROLLARY 3.7. If X is a strongly-T 2 c.o.s., then (X*, <£) is the largest relatively-T 3 , convergence ordered compactification of X 4. A topological ordered compactification. In [2] , we showed that the convergence space compactification of [4] gives rise to a topological compactification with interesting properties. A similar procedure is used here to construct a topological ordered compactification of an arbitrary topological ordered space.
If (X, <, T) is a poset equipped with a topology T with the property that open monotone members of r form a subbase for T, then the resulting space X will be called a topological ordered space (abbreviated t.o.s.). Since any topological ordered space has an open base of convex sets, such a space is a special case of a c.o.s. Furthermore, every c.o.s. gives rise to a t.o.s. in a natural way. If X is a c.o.s., a subset U is open in X if, whenever g -> x in X and x e U, it follows that Ue$. The set of all open sets forms a topology on X and the resulting topological space, often denoted by AX, is called the topological modification of X For our purposes we consider not ÀX, but rather the topological space <xX, equipped with the topology whose subbase consists of all open, monotone sets in X, and also equipped with the same partial order defined on X In general, oX has a coarser topology than AX; oX will be called the topological-ordered modification of a convergence ordered space X (In the case of the trivial order relation on X, note that oX and AX coincide.) PROPOSITION If X has the trivial order relation, then (oX*, 4>) is the topological compactification described in [2] . Note that when oX* is T 2 , this compactification coincides with the topological Stone Cech compactification. However oX* is rarely T 2 ; for circumstances under which this occurs, see Theorem 2.5, [2] .
The 7\-order (T 2 -order) property is referred to as semi-closed (closed) order by Choe and Park [1] . It is shown in [1] that a reordered t.o.s. X has an order compactification ( W 0 (X), /), where W 0 (X) is a T x topological space, with the unique extension property of continuous increasing maps from X into T 2 -ordered, compact topological spaces. Let X be a t.o.s. such that ( W 0 (X), i) is a T 2 -ordered compactification of X. It follows from Corollary 4.4 that there exists a unique, continuous, increasing extension of I to 1% : oX* -» W 0 (X) such that i*°<t> = I. In this sense, (oX*, <f>) is a larger ordered compactification of X than (W 0 (X), I).
